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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?
This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

This Activity Pack is for:
Nanny Ninja Early Reader
Jenny Jinks & Sean Longcroft
ISBN: 978-1-84886-395-8
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Ant is being looked after Nanny again but it’s always boring.
All Nanny ever does is sleep and the only good part is when he
watches the Ninja on the news. When Ant hears noises coming
from the kitchen and discovers his Nanny dressed head to toe
in black climbing out the window... she’s the Ninja!
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?
1. Nanny gave a

from her chair in the corner.

little snore

huge snore

big present

2. There, dressed from head to toe in

red / Mum

... was

white / burglar

3. Nanny landed on the next

.

black / Nanny
, ran across it, and then

again.

bin / hopped

roof / leapt

4. “A ninja never

her

opens / letters

,” Nanny said with a smile.

reveals / secrets

5. And then he did the

biggest jump

cat / yelled

tallest climb

walks / dog

he could.

loudest cry

6. He had landed right on top of the

rubbish bin

Nanny Ninja
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Quiz
1. Why did Ant think that Nanny was boring?
a) She didn’t watch any TV
b) She slept a lot
c) She didn’t talk much

2. Who made a noise in the kitchen?
a) Nanny Ninja
b) Ant’s mum
c) A burglar

3. What did Ant use down the zip wire?
a) His jumper
b) His trousers
c) His belt

4. “Ninjas never...”
a) ... show their faces.
b) ... go out in the day.
c) ... give up.

5. How did Ant stop the bank robber?
a) He landed beside him
b) He landed on top of him
c) He rang the police
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Word Search
wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters. dark-g

Words:
awesome

lamp post

snooze

bandana

ninja

stinky

boring

robbery

winked

drainpipe

roof

zip
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. little snore
2. black / Nanny
3. roof / leapt

Wordsearch:
wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters. dark-g

4. reveals / secrets
5. biggest jump
6. bank robber

Quiz:
1. b
2. a
3. a
4. c
5. b
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